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PREFACE 

Along with the development of technology, humans have created 

enormous amounts of information derived from millions of Websites 

around the world. However, we are not able to fully exploit them for 

many reasons; language barrier is considered as one of the most 

important ones. How can people in the world exploit all the 

information on the Internet without being restricted by the language? 

There are two main solutions to this problem. Firstly, develop 

systems, applications, multilingual data sources so that users can 

select the language according to their demands. Secondly, apply 

automatic translation softwares to translate the content from the 

existing language into the user-selected language. 

 Many multilingual translation systems are built with a variety of 

different approaches and continuously improved in translation 

quality. However, the translation outputs of these systems are almost 

exclusively used for references due to the fact that they can not fully 

express the meaning or style of the source sentences. Furthermore, 

more than 5,000 written langues are world-widely used has 

contributed to the difficulties of developing a multilingual translation 

system for each pair of languages, especially those having a small 

number of users. Using Pivot language in traslating is currently 

concerned as one of new approaches, which reduces the cost of 

building software from (n * (n-1)) to (2 * n) and solves the problem 

that most of language pairs lack resources or similarity in grammar 

structures. 

 The source-sentence grammar in the pivot translation method is 

analyzed and expressed by another language called the intermediate 

language; then, the gramar rules of the target language are used to 
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translate this intermediate language. The advantage of this method is 

that the system only needs to analyze the source language and 

transfer it into the intermediate language, and vice versa. Also, in the 

multilingual translation system, it is easy to add a new language to 

the system. Besides, its weakness is how it can choose or build a new 

intermediate language that can express all information of the natural 

language without being ambiguous in semantics. 

In the recent years, many natural languages that have bilingual 

archives (such as English, Spanish, French, etc.) are selected as an 

intermediate language in automatic translation or to build bilingual 

corpus. However, with the method of translating twice through the 

third language, the quality of the translation is not high since it does 

not eliminate the ambiguity of words in the natural language. Up to 

now, this approach has often been used for pairs of languages that are 

not resemble in grammatical structures or scarce resources. 

Currently, a language based on intermediate method, called 

Universal Networking Language (UNL) has been built for machine 

translation, which allows the user to express all the knowledge of 

every natural language in computer without any semantic ambiguity. 

UNL includes those components as a natural language: vocabulary 

(UW), relation, attributes and language knowledge base (UNLKB). In 

the UNL, the links between vocabularies are based on semantic 

relations and added more attributes to describe the the speaker’s 

ideas in many angles. 

The purpose of UNL is to give Internet users the ability to access 

websites in their own language. The multilingual automatic 

translation system based on UNL includes many different language 

servers that are translated through pivot language. Each language 
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server takes on two functions which are the encoding process - 

translating a text from a local language into a UNL language, and the 

decoding process - reverse translation. To date, many languages in 

the world have integrated into the UNL platform to create a 

multilingual translation system such as Russian, English, Japanese, 

Chinese, Spanish, ect. The problem posed is how to integrate 

Vietnamese server into UNL platform while it is not deployed? 

Based on this practical need, the topic "Use the pivot language in 

multilingual translation" is chosen by the author as a thesis research 

topic of doctoral in engineering to contribute to the development of 

automatic translation. In particular, the results of this thesis open up a 

new direction for automatic translation between Vietnamese and 

other languages, and the opportunity to develop a multilingual 

automatic translation system for languages of Vietnam such as: 

Vietnamese, Cham, Co-tu, Ba-na, Ede, Jrai, ...  

2. Objectives of the study 

The general objective of the thesis is to study and test the automatic 

translation sytstem of multi languages that can be applied in 

Vietnamese and the languages of ethnic minorities in Vietnam. 

The specific objectives of the thesis include: 

- Proposed new approach in automatic translation of multi 

languages for Vietnamese based on pivot language; 

- Built and test the automatic translation of multi languages for 

Vietnamese based on the UNL pivot language and UNL systems 

available; 

- Suggested direction to expand the existing multilingual automatic 

translation system for languages of ethnic minorities in Vietnam; 
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- Proposed a new approach in automatic multilingual translation 

Included for Vietnamese based on the UNL language. 

3. Objects and Scope of the study  

Based on the objectives, subjects of the thesis include: 

- Approaches in automatic translation; 

- Automatic translation problems for Vietnamese; 

- UNL language application in automatic translation. 

The scope of research in this thesis includes: 

- Approach based on the UNL pivot language in automatic 

translation; 

- Grammatical structure of Vietnamese sentences and UNL 

expressions; 

- Multi-language translation system for Vietnamese and UNL; 

- Automatic translation solution between Vietnamese and UNL. 

4. Study content 

To achieve the objectives, the research contents of the thesis 

include: 

- Study some automatic translation methods; 

- Research on application of UNL in automatic translation; 

- Research approaches in automatic translation for Vietnamese; 

- Proposed a solution for multilanguage translation of Vietnamese 

based on UNL; 

- Building a test system for Vietnamese-UNL automatic translation. 

5. Study Methods 

Methods of study in the thesis used: 

- Theoretical methods.  

- Experimental method. 

- Expert method.  
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6. The main contribution of the thesis 

The main contributions of the thesis include: 

1) Proposed a solution to integrate Vietnamese into the UNL 

system. The UNL system has been researched and developed for 

more than 20 years (since 1996) and has supported automatic 

translation  for more than 54 languages. However, the research to 

integrate Vietnamese into the UNL system has not yet been 

deployed. The thesis has studied systematically about the language 

and UNL on that basis to propose the overall model and related 

solutions to integrate Vietnamese into the UNL. This integration is 

extremely important because if it integrates Vietnamese into UNL 

system, we can automatically translate from Vietnamese into all 

other languages on UNL system and vice versa. 

2) Propose solutions and successfully build an Vietnamese - UNL 

dictionary. Dictionaries are the basis of any automated translation 

system and the successful build of the Vietnamese- UNL dictionary 

is an important contribution to integrate Vietnamese into the UNL 

system. The thesis studied the characteristics of the dictionary in 

UNL and the available Vietnamese dictionaries to build the 

Vietnamese-UNL dictionary with about 235,602 entries.  

3) Propose solutions and develop encode rule sets (to attend to 

translating Vietnamese to UNL) and decode rule sets (to attend to 

translating UNL to Vietnamese). On the basis of studying the rules of 

the UNL system and some related tools, the thesis proposed solutions 

to improve and buid rules for automatic translation between 

Vietnamese and UNL. 40 encode rules were built for some 

Vietnamese sentence structures to be translated into UNL 

expressions and 72 decode rules for reverse translation. 
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4) Suggest solutions and build two tools:EnCoVie is an automatic 

translation from Vietnamese to UNL and DeCoVie is an automatic 

translation from UNL to Vietnamese. These two programs for 

automatic translations, which is based on dictionary and built rule 

sets. 

7. Thesis structure 

Apart from some common parts including preface, conclusion, 

development direction, reference and appendix; the thesis is 

organized into 4 chapters: 

Chapter 1: Overview of machine translation and UNL language. 

Presentation of research results related to automatic translation, 

multi-language translation systems for Vietnamese, evaluation of 

translation quality between intermediate and direct translation of 

pairs of translations. In addition, the chapter also presents the 

research results on the UNL language, some achievements related 

UNL, and the UNL application as the axiom language of the 

multilingual translation system. 

Chapter 2: Chapter 2: Proposal for Vietnamese - UNL translation 

model. Present results of automatic translation for Vietnamese based 

on UNL on available tools. Proposed translation models for 

Vietnamese and UNL based on UNL system theory and UNL 

automated translation tools were tested for other languages and 

Vietnamese. 

Chapter 3: Built dictionaries and rule set. Present the solutions to 

build the Vietnamese - UNL dictionary, built the coding and 

decoding rule set for two EnCoVie and DeCoVie tools. 

Chapter 4: Experiment and Evaluation. Built two tools convert 

Vietnamese sentence to UNL and vice versa. Present of experiment 
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results and evaluation of the contents: built the Vietnamese-UNL 

dictionary, conver the two EnCoVie and DeCoVie tools, multi-

language translation system through the UNL pivot language (about 

three languages natural in the system: Vietnamese, English and 

Russian). 

Chater 1. OVERVIEW OF  MACHINE TRANSLATION AND 

UNL LANGUAGE  

1.1. Some concepts used in the thesis 

Define some terminologies in thesis: machine translation, bilingual 

translation, intermediate language, multilanguage translation, pivot 

language, dictionary, bilingual dictionary, grammar rules, shallow 

parsing, deep parsing, UNL language, encode, decode, language 

server, UNL system, EnCoVie and DeCoVie tools. 

1.2. Some approaches in automatic translation 

1.2.1. Rule-based machine translation 

This is a traditional approach based on the morphology, syntax and 

semantics analysis of the target and source languages. This approach 

includes three methods: direct translation, syntactic transfer 

translation and intermediate translation. 

1.2.2. Corpus based machine translation 

This is an approach based on the corpus of the language. It has two 

main approaches: example-based translation and statistical 

translation. 

1.2.3. Hybrid translation approaches 

The characteristic of the hybrid translation approaches is to use the 

advantages of many different methods in a translation system. 

1.2.4. Evaluation 
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Rule-based machine translation: Providing high quality translation 

but being costly to build a large scale system and difficult to expand 

the system. 

Corpus- based machine translation: The quality is based on the pre-

trained bilingual database so it is very expensive to manage. 

Hybrid translation approaches: Using different translation methods 

in one system, the quality of the translation is improved. 

1.3. Multi-language translation 

In modern multilingual systems, language pairs are built 

independently in the structural format, which requires to add more 

modules  equivalently with the number of language pairs in the 

system. 

There are about 5,000 written languages in the world, we can not 

build all the translation pairs for this large number of languages. 

A solution being concerned about when building the translated 

multilingual system is aiming to translating through an pivot 

language. This approach will help to reduce the cost of building the 

system from n*(n-1) to 2*n translation module and when people need 

add new languages to the system, they just build a module for this 

language with intermediate language represented. 

1.4. Automatic translation problem for Vietnamese 

These days, many researchers have shown their interest in 

automatic translation for Vietnamese, especially in the English-

Vietnamese, French-Vietnamese language pairs. 

Multilanguage translation systems still contains a limited number of 

translation pairs between Vietnamese and other languages in the 

world. 
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The problem posed is how to build a multilingual translation system 

for Vietnamese with the world languages to reduce construction costs 

for each language involved in the system. 

1.5. Overview of UNL 

1.5.1. Introduction 

UNL is an artificial language that has all the correspond 

components of a natural language and is designed to represent the 

natural language in the computer as a semantic network with a multi-

graph structure.  

1.5.2. UNL language 

UNL has all the corresponding elements of a natural language, but 

the representation of the UNL language is not semantic ambiguity. 

The concepts defined in UNL are called Universal Word (UW), 

which are linked together to create a UNL expression. These links 

are called relation to determine the role of each UW in the 

expression. The subjective meaning of the speaker in the source 

sentence is expressed by the attribute in the UNL expression. In 

addition, a component used to define the semantics of the UW is 

called Universal Networking Language Knowledge Base (UNLKB), 

UNLKB ensures the meaning of the vocabulary is not ambiguous.  

1.5.3. UNL system 

The UNL system is designed to support multi-lingual services in 

the Internet environment. A UNL system consists of Language 

servers, UNL editors, and UNL Viewers. 

1.5.4. Some related research results 

UNL project started in 1996, there have been many results, such as: 

1) Language definition: In 1999, the project introduced the first 

book describing the idea of the UNL, specification of the UNL, the 
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UNL system and the components of the system. In 2005, the second 

edition was published and added practical use and management of 

the UNL system. 

2) UNL Dictionary: Built UNL's dictionary has about 220,000 UW, 

it was created from 95,000 different English words. 

3) UNL system: In 2006, the overall structure of the UNL system 

was completed with a set of basic software and tools needed for the 

development and operation of UNL. 

4) Development Tools: The tool to convert natural language text to 

UNL (EnCo tool) and vice versa (DeCo tool), Word Dictionary 

Builder tool, IAN and EUGENE tools support native languages that 

convert to UNL and vice versa on the Web. 

5) Deployment: The UNL project started in 15 languages: 

Germany, Arabic, Chinese, Spanish, French, Hindi, Indonesian, 

English, Italian, Latvian, Mongolian, Portuguese, Russian, Thai. 

Currently, more than 54 languages have been implemented and many 

projects, workshops have been organized: The UNL-EOLSS project 

translates 25 scientific papers into UNL and many other languages, 

The CWL project uses UNL to describe the semantic structure of 

web pages, ... Workshop in Spain in 2002, Mexico in 2005, Egypt in 

2007, USA in 2009, India in 2012, ... 

1.5.5. UNL application as a pivot language in multi-language 

translation system 

A UNL system consists of different language servers, servers 

registered with the Universal Networking Language Foundation to 

perform text translation through UNL. With its role in the system, the 

UNL language is used as an pivot language in the multilingual 

translation system. 
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                   Fig.17. Translation through UNL pivot language 

1.6. Chapter summary 

The results of this review have a publication published in foreign 

journals. Based on the review, the author re-evaluates the content of 

the chapter as follows: 

1. The need to build multi-language translation systems for all 

languages in the world and multi-language website is very urgent, but 

it is difficult to promptly meet the need if applying the approach of 

building n*(n-1) translation module. 

2. There are many translation systems built in different methods, we 

are’nt able integrate single systems into a large multi-lingual system. 

3. Translation through intermediate language is a concerned 

approach as it reduces n*(n-1) to 2*n translation modules. 

4. It is easy to integrate single systems (the same intermediate 

language) into multi-language translation systems and use 

intermediate languages as the pivot language. 

5. Automatic translation for Vietnamese language was studied in 

1960, but the research is currently undertaken in some pairs: 

Vietnamese - French, Vietnamese - English, ... 

6. Vietnamese has been translated into diffrent languages (about 

103 / 5,000 languages in the world according to Google translator), 

English 
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but the quality of the output is only referential and can not describe 

the style and context of the source sentence. 

7. Vietnam has 54 ethnic groups. Besides the Kinh language, there 

are about 30 ethnic groups with their own official or unofficial 

scripts; the need to build a multi-lingual system for exchanging 

information in Vietnam is necessary. 

8. UNL came into being as a combination of multi-lingual solutions 

and reduced cost of building multilingual translation systems. The 

idea of UNL is to define a pivot language which is capable of 

representing all natural languages. 

9. The UNL project has been able to support the development of 

more than 54 different languages, There are also projects and 

workshops to be implemented. 

The problem is how to apply UNL in multilingual translation 

system for Vietnamese? The contribution of the thesis in this chapter 

is an important basis for the implementation in the next chapter. 

Chapter 2. PROPOSE VIETNAMESE - UNL MODEL 

2.1. Problem posing  

In Vietnam, research on UNL is limited and there is no Vietnamese 

translation system based on UNL. UNL support tools are more 

suitable for test languages than complete development of a language 

server. The problem is how to integrate Vietnamese server into UNL 

platform while it is not deployed? 

2.2. Vietnamese grammar 

Vietnamese is classified as an isolate, or non-morphological, non-

metamorphic, monosyllabic. Vietnamese grammatical methods are 

mainly based on words order, expletive words and intonation. 

2.3. Suggest a translation model    
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Fig 2.1. Vietnamese server system model  

2.3.1. EnCoVie tool 

The conversion process is described as follows: the words 

separation, words form labeling and parsing the input sentence are 

done by an analytical module. Then EnCoVie is based on dictionary 

and encode rules to convert Vietnamese sentences to corresponding 

UNL expression. 

2.3.2. DeCoVie tool 

DeCovie's decoding process is described as follows: The input 

UNL expression  are separated into binary relationships and UW by 

an integrated module. The DeCoVie tool is based on dictionaries and 

encode rules to convert the UNL expression to the corresponding 

Vietnamese sentence.  

2.3.3. Dictionary in UNL 

An entry in the dictionary contains three basic components: HW - 

headword of a language, UW- definition of the concept in the 

corresponding UNL and the set of grammatical attributes. Each 

headword is uniquely defined a UW and its corresponding attributes. 

[HW]“UW”(ATTR,ATTR,…)<FLG,FRE, PRI>; 
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In the UNL dictionary, HeadWord in the Vietnamese entry is 

uniquely defined as a UW. During the encode process, the 

Vietnamese entry is used to find the appropriate UW to create the 

UNL expression. In the decode process, the UW in the UNL 

expression is used to search for the entry that creates the Vietnamese 

sentence. Based on the principle of this activity, instead of building 

Vietnamese - UNL dictionary for the encode and UNL - Vietnamese 

dictionary for the decode, the author proposed to build only one 

dictionary for two transitions. This is also the difference between the 

translation of UNL and other translation systems. 

2.3.4. Grammar rule format 

In the thesis, the author defines 5 types of encode rules and 4 types 

of decode rules.  

2.4. Processing problem for Vietnamese 

 In natural language processing systems, some problems must be 

solved (word separation, part-of-speech tagging) to achieve the goal 

which is to understand the meaning of the language. 

2.5. Chapter summary 

The content of the chapter presents the study of Vietnamese 

language, proposes the Vietnamese-UNL translation model and its 

components. The results of the study of chapter 2 have been 

published in a foreign journal. The content of chapter 2 covers the 

following issues: 

1. The same way of translating through intermediate languages, the 

translation through UNL has better results than the translation 

through natural language (eg English) does. 
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2. There are many tools that support UNL application development 

for the natural language, but they are more suited to testing than a 

complete development tool for language servers. 

3. Vietnamese is a single language. Vietnamese grammatical 

methods are mainly based on the order of words, expletives and 

intonation. 

4. There is a lot of research on processing the Vietnamese sentence 

input, which sulted in very good outputs (from 78% to 98%). 

5. Propose the model of translation between Vietnamese and UNL: 

Two main tools are EnCoVie and DeCoVie. 

6. EnCoVie and DeCoVie are based on two dictionaries and two 

transition rule sets. 

The proposed contents of Chapter 2 will coin problems what need 

solving for the Vietnamese - UNL bilingual system in the next 

chapter. 

CHAPTER 3. SOLUTION TO BUILD DICTIONARY AND 

RULES 

3.1. Solution to building Vietnamese - UNL dictionary  

   Suggest two solutions: 

- Use the UNL Explorer to expand the Vietnamese  - UNL 

dictionary. 

- Automatically extract UW from UNL expressions. 

3.2. Solution to building grammar rules  

 3.2.1. Build encode rules 

3.2.1.1. Build encode rules for single sentences 

* The case of the first single sentence structure: Build encode 

rules for 4th model (in 12 groups of single sentence models). 
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Subject - Predicate (predicate is  “là”+ noun, adjective 

and  verb. There is variation: not "là") 

Consider the case where the subject is the pronoun, the predicate is 

the noun  

Personal pronoun + “là” + Countable noun 

The word "là" is used to denote confirmed, the "@affirmative" 

attribute that describes the assertion of the speaker. 

-{“là”:null:null}{n,nt:+@affirmative:null}; 

Pronouns are words used to replace an object, which has been said 

to exist. 

>{p,pp:null:aoj}{n,nt,@affirmative 

* The case of the second single sentence structure: This is a group 

that has two components with predicate verbs. 

- Consider the case where the predicate is intransitive verb with 

structure: Personal pronoun + intransitive verb.  

Intransitive verb  is a verb indicating a state or activity that does not 

aimed at any object that is closed within the subject. This 

grammatical relation is defined similarly by relation "agt". 

>{p,pp:null:agt}{v,vs:+.@present:null}; 

- Consider the case where the predicate is transitive verb with 

structure:Personal pronoun+ transitive verb + object 

[abstract noun + preposition + countable noun]). 

Like intransitive verb, between "personal pronoun" and "transitive 

verb" establish the binary relations "agt" equivalent in UNL defined 

by the rule modified as follows: 

>{p,pp:null:agt}{v,vt:+.@present.@entry:null}; 
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 "abstract nouns" are affected by the state "transitive verb" and 

are defined by the rule:  

>{v,vt:null:obj}{n,na:null:null}; 

Prepositions have the effect of connecting the auxiliary word with 

the main word, denoting the grammatical relations as follows:  

-{E:null:null}{n,ng:+E,+plc:null}; 

<{n,na:null:plc}{n,ng,plc:null: null}; 

- - Consider the case where the predicate is command verb with 

structure: personal pronoun + command verb + personal 

pronoun + transitive verb.  

Command verb acts on an object so that the object performs an 

action. Between the "personal pronoun" and the "command verb" 

establish a relations "agt":  

>{p,pp:null:agt}{v,vt,order:+.@present.@entry:null}; 

"command verb" effect "personal pronoun" by “obj”: 

<{v,vt,order:null:obj}{p,pp:null:null}; 

The "gol" relation defines the final state achieved. 

<{v,vt,order:null:gol}{v,vt:null: null}; 

3.2.1.1. Build encode rules for compound sentences 

* The case of the first compound sentence structure: Use comma 

"," to join   

Subject 1 – Predicate 1, Subject 2 – Predicate2 

Consider the case where the predicate is intransitive verb with 

structure: Personal pronoun + “vừa”+ state verb + countable 

noun, Personal pronoun + “sẽ” + transitive verb + 

property adjective.  
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 The tense and aspect are part of speech in Vietnamese, because it is 

associated with the verb that makes up the grammar of time in the 

past - present - future. The adverb "vừa" precedes the verb to express 

the meaning of the action time that occurs before the moment of 

speaking. The adverb "sẽ" also preposes the verb to express the 

grammatical meaning of the future of action. 

{“vừa”:null:null}{v,vs:+.@present,+.@complete,+.@entry: 

null}; 

-{“sẽ”:null:null}{v,vt:+.future,+.@entry: null}; 

Between "state verb" effect "personal pronoun" by “obj”: 

>{p,pp,@pl:null:obj}{v,vs:null:null}; 

Between "state verb" effect "countable noun" by “cob”: 

<{v,vs:null:nul}{n,nt:null:cob}; 

Between "personal pronoun" effect "transitive verb" by “agt”: 

>{p,pp,scope01:null:agt :01}{v,vt:+scope01:null}; 

Property adjective shows state the time by "tim" relaton 

<{v,vt,scope01:null:nul}{a,ap:null:tim:01}; 

Comma is used in structure to connect two clauses of a sentence  

:{“,”:null:null}{“,”:+comma:null}; 

>{v,vs,@entry:null:nul}{comma:null:cnt}; 

-{“:01”:null:null}{P,PP,@pl:+scope01:null}; 

* The case of the second compound sentence structure: Connect 

with words that have the effect of connecting: và, hoặc, bởi vì, mặc 

dù …. 

Subject 1 – Predicate 1 và Subject 2 – Predicate 2 

mailto:+.@entry
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Consider the case where the predicate is intransitive verb with 

structure: Personal pronoun + transitive verb + “và” + 

Personal pronoun + transitive verb.  

“agt” realation created by rules: 

>{p,pp:null:agt}{v,vt,CogAct:+@present,+@entry:null}; 

>{p,pp,scope01:null:agt:01}{v,vt,PhyAct:+@present, 

+@entry:null}; 

Linking words "và" used to connect two clauses of a sentence: 

:{“và”:null:null}{“:01”:+and:null};  

>{v,vt,CogAct:null:null}{and:null:and}; 

-{“:01”:null:null}{P,PP:+scope01:null}; 

* The case of the third compound sentence structure: Use join 

pairs such as “nhờ có …nên…”, “nếu …thì….”, “tuy …nhưng…”,… 

In this content, build the encode rule in the form of conditional 

sentences with twith pair of connectors "if ... then ..." and is 

presented in the full text of the thesis. 

3.2.2. Build Decode rules  

3.2.2.1. The case with expressions contain child nodes 

* The case with expressions have a child node to contain 

“aoj(n,nt;p,pp)” relation 

The relations "aoj" defines what is in a state or attribute. 

:“n,nt:null:aoj”{p,pp:null:null}; 

"@affirmative" attribute is affirmative and this attribute is 

associated with the "là" in Vietnamese.  

:“[là]:+C:null”{n,nt.@affirmative:-@present,@affirmative 

:null};  

* The case with expressions have  child nodes to contain relations 
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“agt(v,vt;p,pp)”, “obj(v,vt;n,na)” và “pcl(n,na;n,ng)” 

“agt” realation breaked by rules: 

:“v,vt:null:agt”{p,pp:null:null}; 

The relation "obj" defines a central thing directly affected by an 

event or state.  

:{v,vt:null:null}“n,na:null:obj”; 

The "plc" relations defines where the event occurs or whether a 

state is true or whether something exists. 

:{n,na:null:null}“n,ng:+@plc:plc”; 

If a word has the attribute "@plc" is a sign that it shows a place. In 

Vietnamese, the preposition "ở" will be used to indicate what is being 

said is the place, place, or time period of the thing or thing being 

spoken exists or takes place.  

:“[ở]:+e:null:null”{n,ng,@plc:-@plc:null}; 

3.2.2.2. The case with expressions contain scope node 

* The case with expressions have relations “agt(v,vt;p,pp)” và 

“and (scope; v,vt)”  

 “agt” realation breaked by rules: 

:“v,vt:null:agt”{p,pp:null:null}; 

 Relation "and" defines a relation between two different concepts. 

:{v,vt:null:null}“[:01]:+scope,+and:and”; 

To handle semantic relations between words that create the target, 

the rules for inserting and deleting as follows: 

:“[và]:+and:null:null”{scope,and:-and:null}; 

:{scope:null:null}“v,vt:@entry:null”; 

DL“scope:nul:null”{v,vt:null:null}; 

* The case with expressions have relations “obj(v,vs;p,pp)”, 
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“cob(v,vs;n,nt)”, “cnt(v,vs;scope)”, “agt(v,vt;p,pp)” và 

“tim(v,vt;a,ap): is presented in the full text of the thesis 

* The case with expressions has relations  “agt(v,vt;p,pp)”, 

“man(v,vt;a,ap), “con(scope;v,vt)”, “agt(v,vs;p,pp)”, “tim(v,vs; 

n,na)”: is presented in the full text of the thesis. 

3.3. Chapter summary 

The results of the study in Chapter 3 include works which were  

published nationally and internationally in journals and workshops. 

The contents of chapter 3 present the following issues: 

1. Propose two solutions to improve Vietnamese - UNL dictionary  

2. Propose the solution to building a set of rules to convert: 

- The encode rule sets for 7 Structures in Vietnamese. 

- The decode rule sets for two cases when the expression contains 

many child nodes and when it contains the combination node. 

The contents of this chapter will be the basis to build up the testing 

tools in the next chapter. 

CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION 

4.1. Build EnCoVie and DeCoVie tools 

Present algorithms for building two tools. 

4.2. Experiment and evaluation   

4.2.1. Vietnamese - UNL dictionary  

   Both solutions have collected 235,602 entries to add into 

Vietnamese - UNL dictionary; however, this is not a big number. 

Reason: 

- Limit the number of entries in the English-Vietnamese dictionary 

(190,000 entries) so there are some words when compared not found 

in the dictionary 

- There are multiple scopes defined individually in projects. 
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- Headword mismatch between entries in English-Vietnamese 

dictionary and vocabulary extracted from UNL expressions due to 

morphological changes. 

-  The system does not fully information the part of speech. 

4.2.2. Translated through UNL language  

* Test data: build structure right pattern (2200 patterns) and 

structure wrong pattern (550 patterns) by the language expert. 

The results are statistics as follows: 

Table 4.3. The rate change between translation through UNL and direct  

Cách thức dịch 
Số câu  

Không thay đổi Bị thay đổi 

EnCovie: tiếng Việt  UNL  

UNL.ru: UNL  tiếng Anh  
933 (84.82 %) 167 (15.18%) 

Google: tiếng Việt  tiếng Anh 489 (77.18 %) 251 (22.82%) 

UNL.ru: tiếng Anh  UNL  

DeCovie: UNL  tiếng Việt 
942 (85.64 %) 158 (14.36 %) 

Google: tiếng Anh  tiếng Việt 858 (78%) 242 (22%) 

EnCovie: tiếng Việt  UNL  

UNL.ru: UNL  tiếng Nga  
509 (46.27%) 591(53.73%) 

Google: tiếng Việt  tiếng Nga 471 (42.82%) 629 (57.18%) 

UNL.ru: tiếng Nga  UNL  

DeCovie: UNL  tiếng Việt 
629(57.18%) 471(42.82%) 

Google: tiếng Nga  tiếng Việt 713(64.82%) 387(35.18%) 

4.3 Chapter summary 

The results of the study in chapter 4 have been published in the 

proceedings of the workshop in the country.  The results of Chapter 4 

are re-evaluated as follows: 

1. Add 235,602 entries for Vietnamese – UNL dictionary 

2. Build two EnCoVie and DeCoVie tools to translate from 

Vietnamese into UNL and vice versa.These two tools work well on 
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some Vietnamese sentences and the UNL expressions which have 

been built with the rules of transformation. 

3. Integrate into the UNL system (include three languages: 

Vietnamese, English and Russian) and the system works better than 

the direct translation system (in this case Google translator). 

These results will be the premise to complete a Vietnamese server 

and integrate into the UNL system to create a multilingual translation 

system including Vietnamese in the future. 

CONCLUSION 

The approach of the thesis is to use the method of translating 

through intermediate language to develop a Vietnamese server based 

on UNL with core software EnCoVie and DeCoVie. 

1. The results have been achieved 

The research results of the thesis are significant in science and 

reality with the following main contributions: 

- Proposed a new research direction and feasible in automatic 

translation for Vietnamese based on the UNL intermediate language. 

- Proposed and successfully experimented a Vietnamese server for 

automatic translation between UNL and Vietnamese. Main 

components include: Vietnamese - UNL dictionary (235,602 entries); 

encode rule set for 7 Vietnamese structures (with 40 rules) and 

decode rule set  for four UNL expressions form (with 72 rules); 

EnCoVie tool to translate Vietnamese sentences into UNL and 

DecoVie translate from UNL expressions to Vietnamese sentences 

(located at đặt tại  http://unlvie.mooo.com/). 

- Integrated multilingual translation system based on UNL 

including languages: Russian, English and Vietnamese. Testing and 

evaluating, translation results through UNL intermediate language is 
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better than direct translation of translation pairs (by Google 

translator tool). 

2. Limit of thesis 

The dissertation inherits the results of Vietnamese sentence 

processing (word separation, part-of-speech tagging, phrase analysis 

and parse) with accuracy as follows: Word separation 97%, part-of- 

speech tagging 93%, phrase analysis 81%, and parse 78%. 

- The result of EnCoVie depends on the output of Vietnamese 

sentence pre-processing. 

- The thesis has not resolved the variant of each sentence structure 

in Vietnamese. 

- The thesis does not present and build rules for relations between 

part of speech in Vietnamese and binary relations in UNL. 

 3. Research orientations  

The thesis gives some development directions as follows: 

 - Solve variant cases of Vietnamese structure and binary relations 

between two UWs in UNL relations. 

- Build conversion rules for Vietnamese sentence structures and 

binary relations in UNL. 

- Add the entry into Vietnamese - UNL dictionary. 

- Research and develop multi-lingual automatic translation system 

for other languages of Vietnam such as Vietnamese, Cham, Cracow, 

Ba-na, Ede, Jrai ...   
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